
CO-DIRECTORS’ ANNUAL REPORT FOR 2020. 
 

Wednesday 11 November, 2020. 
It is our pleasure to present our Annual Report for 2020. 
 
INTRODUCTION. 
 
My name is Jane Hely. I am Co-Director of Broadbeach Waters Kindergarten. I graduated in 1980 
with a Diploma of Teaching (Early Childhood) and have taught in C&K and Lady Gowrie Queensland 
affiliated centres and others since then. I am pleased to have been associated with this Centre since 
1995, which has made 2020 my 26th year at the helm. My role is to be responsible for the 
development of a curriculum alongside my group and in collaboration with my Co-Director Lauren 
Regan, to continue to liaise with parents, Committee, our office Administrator as well as our Assistant 
Educators regarding all aspects of the curriculum and the Centre’s general administration. I am our 
centre’s Nominated Supervisor and with that comes additional curriculum and liaison responsibilities. 
I am also our centre’s Educational Leader and as such, am responsible for supporting the journey of 
all educators as they grow their knowledge about children, their learning and development and staff 
pedagogy. 
 
My name is Lauren Regan. I am Co-Director of Broadbeach Waters Kindergarten. I graduated in 
2016 with a Bachelor’s Degree in Education, specialising in Early Childhood. My employment at 
Broadbeach Waters Kindergarten from 2017 is my first teaching position and once again in 2020 I 
have thoroughly enjoyed working with the children and their families in my group. I look forward very 
much to continuing my association with this lovely centre. My role is to be responsible for the 
development of a curriculum alongside my group and in collaboration with my Co-Director Jane Hely, 
to continue to liaise with parents, Committee, our Office Administrator and our Assistant Educators 
regarding all aspects of the curriculum and the Centre’s general administration. 
 
During 2020 one of our Assistant Educators was Mrs Amanda Bodna. Miss Mandy holds a Certificate 
III in Child Care and began her association with our centre when both her now grown children 
attended. An Assistant Educator’s role is to support the Directors in the implementation of curriculum 
in terms of active participation in daily routines and preparation and maintenance of necessary items 
and materials for daily use. It is also desirable for educators to maintain ongoing discussion with the 
Directors regarding the children in care and the developing curriculum. 
 
Our second Assistant Educator, Mrs Kate Galvin, whose expertise is enjoyed each day in both 
groups, is a Support Educator for children with additional needs. Kate holds a Certificate III in Child 
Care and has many years’ experience in various forms of children’s services. This year she worked 
specifically with particular children but made herself available to all each day, as the need arose. 
 
In 2020, our fourth team member, Mrs Jakki Benton, continued her work as our Office Administrator. 
During this, our seventh year under the banner of The Gowrie, Qld, Jakki has continued to navigate 
our way through all the myriad administrative responsibilities a centre such as ours has. She is the 
person who liaised closely with our CGB, the Co-Directors, the Committee of Management, other 
staff, the families and the greater community as we steered our way together through the year. 
 
OVERVIEW OF THE CURRICULUM. 
 
As with the rest of the world, the normality of Kindergarten life was turned on its head with the arrival 
of Covid-19 late in Term 1. How we anticipated our year would go and the plans we had already set 
in place to navigate it, were upended. This meant that our team quickly had to adapt and reinvent the 
ways we would connect with the children and their families and still create a learning environment 
that encouraged individuality, participation and supported the growth and wellbeing of each child. 
 
Term 1 ended abruptly for us all amidst some trepidation about how we would continue to keep the 
centre open and how we would all stay healthy. Throughout the Easter break all staff were in at the 
centre working to prepare for online and remote learning. There were new skills to acquire which 
would allow us to develop and maintain a digital presence in the children’s lives. We worked 
feverishly to create Home Packages which contained materials that were both interesting and 
relevant to the children’s learning and their continued participation in digital meetings with us. These 
were then physically delivered by the teaching staff as they drove to the home of every single child. 
Many other centres were asking their families to come to the kindergarten to collect their packages or 
were using Australia Post, but we decided to make this extra effort to go to our children so we could 
all see and check up on each other. Creating a connection with each child is fundamental to our work 
with our families. 
 
Both Lauren and Jane had to overcome a lack of knowledge about digital film technology, self-
consciousness and some considerable stage fright as videos of singing, reading and general chatting 



were made so that the children could connect with and see us every day that they weren’t able to 
physically be at Kindergarten. These offerings seemed to be well received and are now on our 
personal YouTube channel to be accessed whenever families wish to.  
 
Once we emerged from the initial lockdown in April, the children were able to return to Kindergarten 
under very strict conditions. Even to this day, we are not able to invite families into our room en 
masse. We must maintain strict distancing rules for all adults and siblings. Thankfully we are once 
again able to have one adult member of a family join us for Roster although the outbreak of the virus 
which occurred on the southside of Brisbane put a brief stop to that for the final weeks of Term 3. 
Term 4 saw it reinstated under the same conditions.  
 
Throughout the year, all staff took on extra Professional Development opportunities so that we could 
effectively support the children’s transition back into Kindergarten life when they were able to return. 
Collectively we have found that the resilience displayed by the children has been nothing short of 
amazing. They couldn’t wait to return to our familiar and exciting environment. They couldn’t wait to 
engage with each other and their favourite things at Kindergarten! 
 
What has truly been an eye-opener to us all is the level of independence each child has developed. 
Because adults couldn’t enter our room each morning and afternoon, the children, under our 
guidance, have been required to undertake their own unpacking and packing up routines without 
someone else taking them on instead. Of course, doing things for our children is one of the ways we 
show them how much we love them, but in this instance, allowing them the freedom to discover their 
own capabilities has been incredibly liberating. We aim to continue this practise into the future as we 
see the enormous benefits for the children.  
 
Through these necessities and the emergent curriculum we present here at Kindergarten, the 
children have been moving towards being independent and secure members of a group who can 
cope with change, challenge and the occasional failure. The development of these types of 
characteristics will help children not only in their school years, but also throughout their entire lives. 
 
In 2020, we worked within the nationally-used Early Years Learning Framework and with The 
Queensland Kindergarten Learning Guideline. This latter curriculum centres on socio-cultural 
development, represents a new way of looking at children, their individual learning journey and the 
ways in which we as parents and educators can support and enhance their knowledge and 
appreciation of themselves, the world around them and the ways they think about and respond to all 
manner of ideas and stimuli. Individual eportfolios which parents, children and teachers have access 
to, contain documentation of our work together, which serve to build a ‘story’ about each child’s 
development and learning journey throughout the year. As facilitators of children’s learning, we guide 
and scaffold their thinking and creativity to assist them to gain deeper understandings and knowledge 
about how the world works.  
 
As stated earlier, staff have continued to participate in Professional Development opportunities 
including online workshops, seminars and digital regional networking during the year in order to 
understand our role in supporting children and families. In particular, as a result of Jane’s Study Tour 
to Reggio Emilia in Italy in 2016, we have continued to explore and work together to understand the 
philosophy of the Reggio Emilia Program and begin to use this understanding to inform and inspire 
our work. Our centre now has membership with the Reggio Emilia Australia Information Exchange 
which allows us to stay connected with other centres, Australia-wide, who are using this remarkable 
philosophy to inform and inspire the work they do with families and children.  
 
Since October 2013, Broadbeach Waters Kindergarten has aligned itself with Lady Gowrie 
Queensland by nominating them as its Central Governing Body. Our current Gowrie representative, 
Tracy Mulloni, has made herself available to us at all times and has visited often, both digitally and 
then personally in Term 4, to support us through the provision of advice, resources and sometimes a 
listening ear. We feel that the philosophy of The Gowrie matches our own in terms of their support for 
our centre’s autonomy and how we go about recognising and meeting the individual needs of our 
particular community. We look forward to our continued association for many years to come. 
 
Interpretation of the Curriculum – 
 
To supplement many aspects of the developing curriculum, and to interpret the curriculum for parents 
and other interested parties, it often helps to have visitors to the centre or to travel away for the day, 
but 2020 necessitated an exception. It wasn’t until later in the year that we could have visitors to our 
centre. They had all completed the necessary Covid Safe Plans and strict adherence to all protocols 
was made. 
 
Such visitors included the magical incubator from Henny Penny which produced a clutch of beautiful 
baby chicks, the Koori Kids experience which served to deepen our understanding of the importance 
of the role of the First People to inhabit our land and Kevin Galland with his beautiful Evergreen 
Theatre “Rainforest Experience” show.  



 
                                      
                                                           
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sadly, we were unable to welcome parents and caregivers into the centre this year for our traditional 
celebrations but the children created lovely mementos to commemorate the occasions.   
    
It was with great joy and excitement that we were actually able to organise our annual bus trip to the 
Numinbah Valley Environmental Education Centre albeit in October rather than the usual July. Due to 
restrictions, we were the only group present on our days and this made for a wonderful day with lots 
of time to explore and plenty of attention from the amazing staff at the Centre. We return each year to 
this place in order to support and extend our connections with the natural world. For many of the 
children, the highlight was the trip in the bus but the exploration of the environment, the discovery of 
animals, their habitats and their methods of survival were fascinating for everyone. To have a python 
within touching distance, and for parents and teachers to feel calm about this was truly remarkable. 
We were all so well educated about these beautiful creatures by the end of the day, we knew we had 
nothing to fear. What a wonderful job the staff at this remarkable facility carries out. 
 

                              
 
                       
 
                                 
 
               
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Normally parents are encouraged to participate in roster days and in our daily activities and to share 
their family traditions and culture but our restrictions prevented a lot of the connections we love to 
make with our families. We look forward to returning to some normality in this regard in 2021.  
                                                                
                                                       
As part of our ongoing commitment to sustainable practices within the centre, our worm farm was 
maintained and added to. The children entered into this responsibility with great enthusiasm. 
Following group discussions and decision-making, routines were devised where food products from 
lunches were sorted and used to feed the worms and which were to go home. The “worm tea” which 
is produced has greatly enhanced the health of our gardens. We sell our excess supplies to the 



community and donate this money to the Leukaemia Foundation, with whom we have a strong tie. 
Miss Mandy has been responsible for working with the children to maintain our vegetable patch and 
other gardens and pots of colour, and under her skill and guidance it has yielded great harvests. We 
are now nurturing a new succulents garden too. 
 
 
Not only did we spend time working in the garden and feeding the Worms, we also researched and 
investigated our Native Bee Hive and how we support Recycling, protect Water Consumption and the 
significance of bringing Litter-free Lunches. These are all practices that fully support our 
Kindergarten’s Philosophy of connecting to, respecting and caring for our world. We welcomed Mrs T 
back to chat with us about our Native bees as well as the European variety and how we may care for 
them. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     
 
 
 
 
Our sustainability practices continued to be a focus in 2020 as we introduced the children to our 
Neighbourhood Adventures. Usually we would leave the kindergarten environment each week of 
Terms 2 and 3. Covid19 dictated that we could only explore our community during Term 3. Even so 
we found aspects of our local world that we didn’t know were there! We found the streets and houses 
of some of the children. We searched for the many beautiful purple Jacaranda trees that grow in our 
community’s streets. We greeted local residents as we walked in our neighbourhood and found out 
about their gardens. We recognised signs and homes and streets. Feeling like we belong is 
fundamental to the mental wellbeing of all humans and the nurturing of this concept must begin as 
early as possible so that it supports children’s growth and development into the future. We will 
continue to offer these kinds of experiences to the children as we maintain our interest in and 
connection to the natural spaces that surround us here at Kindergarten. Living and working in our 
environment both inside and outside the Kindergarten gate marries perfectly with our Reggio Emilia-
inspired journey.  
 
                                                              
 
         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



This year, our Artist in Residence programme continued to be enjoyed by both groups throughout the 
year, but finally a long-held dream was realised when our purpose-built Atelier was used for its first 
year. Mrs Alanna Swanson worked with the children as they pursued painting, drawing and 
construction interests and deepened their knowledge about art, perspective, techniques and 
terminology. One only needs to peruse the room and the children’s personal Art Files which were 
created to see how highly successful this endeavour was on so many levels. This programme 
continues to be of great value to us as each year we see so many benefits to the children as they 
gain and then use this new knowledge. The Reggio Emilia philosophy places at its heart, the 
opportunity to express language, ideas, thoughts and emotions in as many ways as possible and to 
have a space that will forever offer this to the children is incredibly fulfilling. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Our Japanese language programme was conducted by Mrs Emily Moryta of 
Nikko Nikko Japanese School. Both groups enjoyed Miss Emily’s lessons for 
15 minutes each week throughout Terms 3 and 4. The progress made by all 
the children gave testament to the well-researched fact that learning another 
language is most successful when begun at a very young age. This process 
also serves to further enhance language development in a child’s native 
tongue. The synapses in the brain continue to fire and develop at a much 
greater rate when given these opportunities. We look forward to our continued 
association with Emily in 2021. 
 
                                          

 
During the year staff members attended various meetings and conferences which all served to 
enhance our professional development and working relationships with each other. All staff attended 
their annual First Aid Training days and virtual Child Safety Seminars throughout the year. 
 
 
Our centre’s progress and enhancements would not be possible without financial assistance. We 
continue to work towards long-term goals with the assistance of grants and funding applications. 
Members of the Kindergarten community who spend many hours completing forms and organising 
quotes are of invaluable help and we are very grateful. 
 
Philosophy – 
 
We believe that in an effective curriculum, the teacher’s role is to enhance learning through 
supporting children to plan and strategise their own learning journey.  We encourage, scaffold and 
value children’s spontaneous learning. It is through this method that a child’s learning is 
individualised and meaningful.  
 



The children, teachers and other partners, such as parents and colleagues, co-construct the 
curriculum. We believe it is a partnership for all concerned. A child’s perspective of a curriculum 
involves participation in interactions with peers and supportive adults in a flexible, inclusive 
environment. 
 
As learning is a socially constructed process, children learn best when teachers actively engage with 
them as they play, observe, explore and interact with people, materials and ideas. 
 

                                    
 
 
Our curriculum here at Broadbeach Waters is play-based and occurs most effectively in natural, 
beautiful indoor and outdoor settings. We believe that children can best be supported by ensuring 
that their play and real-life experiences are purposeful, integrated and relevant to their needs, 
interests and abilities, as well as their family contexts. We aim to provide direct, first-hand 
experiences which are set in meaningful contexts with due consideration given to the entire range 
and diversity of each child’s needs. We believe that this forms the basis for effective learning. 
 
 
 
ENROLMENTS AND WAITING LISTS. 
 
Broadbeach Waters Kindergarten continues to enjoy healthy enrolment numbers despite the far-
reaching effect of the introduction of a pre-Prep year in private and Catholic schools, and now, in 
many cases, an onsite Kindergarten at some State Schools.  
 
The added pressure of the introduction of Pre-prep (Kindergarten) classes in schools on the Gold 
Coast is having an effect to a degree, but this appears to be placing an unwarranted pressure on 
families. These schools are forcing parents to make decisions about their child’s place of education at 
an extremely early stage and are, in effect, saying that the Kindergarten year is compulsory if they 
wish to ensure their child’s enrolment at the school for the higher grades. Kindergarten is not 
compulsory. Parents are being placed in an untenable situation. 
 
The Federal Government’s pledge in 2012 to have University-trained Early Childhood Teachers 
teaching all 4 year-olds in the country for a minimum of 15 hours per week, has meant significant 
changes in what is offered here at our centre to our families, as well as in our working conditions. 
Whilst both Co-Directors are University-trained, the alteration in working conditions has meant longer 
contact hours, greater administrative pressures and ultimately, more expense to the centre. This will 
continue to affect the fees our families are asked to pay because no extra funding will be offered from 
the government. Despite these conditions it is clear that we are still able to offer families a unique and 
highly sought-after option. 
 
Early childhood services such as Broadbeach Waters Kindergarten are the places that are eminently 
suitable for young children because they genuinely place the developmental, social and emotional 
needs of children at their heart.  
 
 
 
PROJECTS COMPLETED. 
 
New equipment is purchased throughout the year. In 2020 we were fortunate enough to be able to 
continue to add to our extensive variety of book, puzzle and games resources, which is always a 
constant need.  
 
Due to successful Grant applications and repairs made through Insurance claims, we have replaced 
our flooring, repainted our ceiling, replaced our umbrella in our playground and our most expensive 
refurbishment – the replacement of our roof. Our building is 51 years old, so this was more than due. 
We look forward to more modernisation during the Christmas Holidays when our entrance will be 
repainted. 
 



The Centre’s lawns and gardens were maintained throughout the year by our contract gardener and 
parents who willingly participated in Working Bees. Miss Mandy has cared for our vegetable garden 
and potted flowers throughout the year with great skill and dedication. Many children have been 
inspired to help her and their contribution has also been significant. We have enjoyed the fruits of 
their labour many times this year. Our spear pump has protected the playground from drought 
damage and we also have the use of our large rainwater tank to supplement our activities. We are 
hopeful that the top-dressing and refurbished grass applied during the year in our playground will 
rejuvenate during the upcoming holidays. It certainly gets a constant workout! 
 
 
CONCLUSION. 
 
Our centre enjoys a rating of “Exceeding” in all every Element of every Standard of every Quality 
Area of the National Quality Standards as assessed by an Authorised Officer from the Office of Early 
Childhood Education and Care in November 2015. Working towards this assessment and 
subsequent rating was a massive undertaking by all staff. We will be working towards achieving this 
rating once again when our next Assessment and Rating Visit occurs. We do not know when this may 
be but we continue to operate as if it is imminent so as to be ready to present our centre in its best 
light. 
 
In conclusion, in this extraordinary year, we would like to honour and thank both Mandy and Kate for 
their wonderful support and dedication to excellence during 2020. Their willingness to help create a 
unique and enjoyable learning environment with us at a time when none of us knew what would be 
asked of us, is evidence of how fortunate we are that they are part of our team. Their commitment to 
their job and to our centre is unmistakeable and we are grateful for their wisdom, expertise and 
enthusiastic participation in the continued progress of our lovely kindergarten. 
 
Jakki Benton, as our Office Administrator, continues to be her organised, reliable, loyal and 
committed self. Jakki has worked tirelessly with us in ensuring all kindergarten stakeholders were 
kept up to date with the constantly changing flow of information during the early days of the Covid19 
pandemic and beyond. We thank you very much indeed Jakki for your important contribution once 
again this year. We look forward to another year of collegiate support wrapped in good humour and 
grace in 2021. 
 
Both Jakki and Jane lost their dear Dads this year and these tragedies with their inherent family 
pressures coupled with the world pandemic, made for a very challenging time for all.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Kate Galvin (Additional Needs Educator), Mandy Bodna (Assistant Educator), Lauren Regan (Co-Director), 
Alanna Swanson (Artist-in-Residence), Jane Hely (Co-Director), Jakki Benton (Office Administrator) 

 
 
We would also like to extend our congratulations and truly sincere thanks to the Committee of 2020 
for their dedication to the continued growth of our Centre and for their hard work and successes. It 
has been the most challenging year in our centre’s history and some important decisions had to be 
made. The manner in which situations were managed showed a collegiate and respectful attitude. 
Our President, Mr Mick Whyte, took the helm with calm, inclusive leadership and continued our path 
in the right direction. Thank you all. 
 
We bid a hearty welcome to our incoming committee and look forward to a very enjoyable, successful 
and hopefully, less challenging 2021. 
 
 
  
 
MRS JANE HELY and MS LAUREN REGAN                                                       
 Co-Directors                                                         



 
 

 
  Celebrating Bandanna day  

 
Kindergarten – a place for friends and fun. 

                                                                          2020                      


